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Short Note 
Air and permafrost temperatures at Mount Melbourne (1989–98)  
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Introduction  
Recent meteorological studies suggest a mixed pattern of 
climate change in Antarctica: a general cooling of the 
interior continent and warming in the Antarctic Peninsula 
over the past several decades (e.g. Comiso 2000, Doran et 
al. 2002, Vaughan et al. 2003). This note presents 10 years 
of continuous recording of air and permafrost temperature 
at Mount Melbourne (74°21'S, 164°42'E) in Northern 
Victoria Land. Mount Melbourne is a quiescent volcano 
belonging to a wide-spread volcanic belt which has 
developed since the Oligocene along the western margin 
of the Ross Sea, parallel to the Transantarctic Mountains 
(Fig. 1a). In 1988 a tilt network composed of five 
continuous recording sensors each equipped with four 
temperature sensors (Fig. 1b) was installed within the 
framework of Italian PRNA between the end of 1988 and 
the beginning of 1989 (Bonaccorso et al. 1995). 
 
The network   
Shallow borehole tiltmeters are used for ground 
deformation monitoring in many volcanic areas; the Mount 
Melbourne network is composed of five continuous 
recording stations set up on the slope of the volcano 
between 800 m (FAL1) and 2030 m (VIL) elevation (Fig. 
1b) and equipped with bore-hole tiltmeters installed at 2.5 
m depth.  

 
Fig. 1.a. Map of the permanent tilt network on Mount 
Melbourne. b. Stations and data features. c. Scheme of a typical 
borehole tiltmeter installation. 
 
 

Ground tilt is measured using a high precision electrolytic 
bubble sensor that suffers from noise effects related to 
temperature fluctuations; for this reason stations have been 
equipped with four thermocouples (T_air, Tl, T2, T3) 
measuring air and permafrost temperature at three different 
depths (-0.5, -1.5, -2.5 m) (Fig. 1c) with a 48 data/day 
sampling rate. T_air is measured by a thermistor in the 
datalogger box so this temperature may be subject to 
heating by summer solar radiation absorption. 
The network has been very reliable over the 10 years 
recording period, covering an interval from the start of 
1989 to the end of 1998; only FAL station data were 
affected by marked interruptions and have not been used in 
this work. 
 
Air and ground temperatures  
Summertime characteristics of temperature signals 
recorded at the station CONT are presented in Fig. 2. The 
amplitude of the daily cycle ranges between 10–15 degrees 
at the surface (T_air), 2–4°C at -0.5 m (Tl), 1–2 m°C at -
1.5 m (T2) and is approximately zero at the deeper sensor 
(T3). Figure 3 shows an example of the historical series 
recorded at FAL1 station both of air and permafrost 
temperatures measured at different depths. Data have been 
filtered by applying a moving average of 96 samples, to 
remove the summer daily frequency, and were 
successively resampled for each day.  

Permafrost temperature is a sensitive indicator of long-
term climatic variability because the ground acts as a 
natural low-pass filter of the temperature signal (Fig. 3) so 
that the signal-to-noise ratio increases rapidly with depth.  

Our data show that the seasonal temperature cycle at 
Mount Melbourne is significant, its amplitude in the air 
exceeding. 30°C at all the stations. Ground temperatures at  
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Fig. 2. Example of daily cycle recorded at the four temperature 
tiltmeter installation. sensors of CONT station in January 1991.
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Fig. 3. Air and permafrost temperatures recorded at different 

depths at FAL1 station between 1989 and 1998.  
 
0.5 m depth show an amplitude of 17°C to 25°C, 15°C and 
20°C at 1.5m and between 12°C and 15°C at 2.5 m (Fig. 
4a). The summital station VIL (2030 m a.s.l.) shows mean 
daily permafrost temperature between -18 and -33°C, 
while for the lower altitude station (FAL1, 800 m a.s.l.) 
the range is between -9 and -22°C.  

These four stations have been utilized to evaluate the 
long-term temperature trend for the 10 year recording 
period using only the deepest (T3) temperature sensor. The 
temperature trends have been calculated from the signals 
obtained by subtracting the interannual daily averages 
from each day (Fig. 4b). In this way the seasonal cycles 
have been removed. Linear regressions on the remaining 
time series (Fig. 4b) show that all stations have a negative 
trend ranging from -0.67 and -0.82°C/decade except for 
VIL1 where the trend is -0.30°C/decade. Standard errors 
range between 0.57 and 0.72. The temperature decrease is 
most pronounced in the autumn and winter (Fig. 4b). 
 
Discussion and conclusions  

Ten years is too short a period to achieve significance  
(e.g. Vaughan et al. 2003) but there are few doubts that  
 

 
 
Fig. 4. a. Permafrost temperatures at a depth of 2.5 m recorded at 

VIL, CONT, FAL1 and VIL1 stations between 1989 and 1998.  
b. Permafrost temperature with interannual daily averages 
subtracted from each day; bar graphs report the seasonal trends 
for autumn, winter, spring and summer (A, W, S, S). 

 
cooling characterized the Mount Melbourne area from 
1989–98; the fact that the stations show similar cooling 
trends shows that permafrost temperatures can be used for 
climate monitoring.  

Our results confirm the cooling of interior Antarctica 
found in other studies. 20-year temperature trends derived 
from satellite data showed a cooling of 0.42°C per decade, 
while temperature trends derived from surface stations 
data reveals a cooling of 0.08°C per decade (Comiso 
2000). Kwok & Comiso (2002, their fig. 2), showed, for 
the period 1982–98, that the greatest cooling can be found 
around South Pole and the region around Dome C in 
Victoria Land, East Antarctica. Doran et al. 2002 
measured a number of meteorological parameters in the 
McMurdo Dry Valleys (about 350 km SSW of Mount 
Melbourne) between 1986 and 2000. Over this 14 year 
period the McMurdo Dry Valleys cooled at the rate of 
approximately 0.7°C per decade.  

The mean ten year trend calculated from four stations on 
Mount Melbourne is -0.62°C per decade which is 
consistent with the results obtained for the McMurdo Dry 
Valleys.  

Long-term data (since 1958) from Scott Base and 
McMurdo (about 400 km S of Mount Melbourne) show a 
"probable warming"; Dumont D’Urville (about 1200 km 
SW of Mount Melbourne) shows no long-term variation 
but a cooling of 0.59°C per decade in the period 1979–
2001 (Vaughan et al. 2003). This picture is well illustrated 
by Kwok & Comiso (2002, their fig. 2) in which the 
Mount Melbourne area falls inside an area of cooling in 
Victoria Land during the 1980s and 90s, in which Scott 
Base and McMurdo are not comprised. 
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